
 

CTCPA Rating & Judge Coordinator 

Job Summary: 
The CTCPA Rating & Judge Coordinator plays a key role in the management and administration of the 
CTCPA rating process.  Through the use of local association rating committees, all CTCPA members’ 
ratings are continuously monitored and formally reviewed on an annual basis.  The fundamental 
objective of the CTCPA rating system is to provide a fair and level playing field where no member is 
riding at an unfair advantage or disadvantage when competing with other members.  This role is also 
responsible for training and certification of CTCPA officials, as well as supporting our officials in the 
clarification of any of the CTCPA rules. This role reports to the Administrative Committee of the 
CTCPA Board. 
 

Key Measures of Success: 

 Fair and equitable ratings of all CTCPA members (both within every member association and 
across associations) 

 Establishment and operation of effective local rating committees 

 Trained competent officials 
 

Duties: 

 Rate any and all riders in an unbiased fashion in keeping with the established CTCPA rating criteria 

 Recruit and appoint Rating Chairs within each member association 

 Approve members of each member association’s rating committee 

 Gather input (recommendations) on rider’s ratings from the associations rating committees 

 Approve any and all rating changes 

 Visit each member association’s show (at least once per season) to assess riders and meet with 
the local rating committee to review riders ratings as well as the process and criteria used 

  Approve / verify ratings on the annual membership renewal process 

 In conjunction with the local rating committee, assign ratings to new members (that have never 
been rated by the CTCPA) 

 Approve ratings for US riders participating in the Stampede penning 

 Participate in all rating appeals as per the CTCPA rating appeal process 

 Attendance at the CTCPA National Finals to assess all competitors and meet with local rating 
chairs to discuss any observations regarding riders ratings 

 Prepare for the annual rating review process by gathering input from all local rating chairs and 
circulating this information prior to the conference call 

 Chair an annual conference call of the local rating chairs to conduct a formal annual review of all 
CTCPA members’ ratings 

 Receive and respond to any and all questions about the interpretation of the CTCPA rules 

 Creation and administration of an exam to assess an official’s knowledge and understanding of 
the CTCPA rules 

 Coordinate the creation and communication of official training material (i.e. a Webinar) 

 Attend and report on activities at CTCPA AGM in Nov 

 Other duties as assigned 

 



Skills / Characteristics: 

 Ambassador for the sport of team cattle penning  

 Strong interpersonal and communication skills 

 Great listener 

 Organized and solid administration skills 

 Excellent impact and influence 

 Able to travel to member association shows 

 Tact, Integrity and the ability to command respect of the penning community 

Qualifications: 

 Thorough knowledge of penning with ability to recognize different skill levels and attributes 
associated with all levels of penners (i.e. beginners to professionals) 

 Current or previous level four penner or equivalent training and experience 

 Experience in evaluating and rating riders for team penning 

 Previous participation on a rating committee would be an asset 

Remuneration: 

 Salary commensurate with skills and ability.  This is a part time position that pays a monthly salary 

 Travel expenses are covered 

 Lap top and printer available if needed 

 


